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In the beginning, the emphasis was on microwaves, and a metaparticle consisted of a metal wire combined with a metal split ring. If such metaparticles are arranged at a distance apart greater than their size, then the emergent bulk metamaterial is an average, effective medium that can display a negative permittivity and acquire magnetic properties that have a negative permeability. It is recognised now that many combinations of these negative properties can be created and this beautiful combination of electric and magnetic properties has stimulated a vast global interest.
2,3 Indeed, there is now a major effort to create materials suitable for the optical frequency range and there is, therefore, a major interest in all aspects of how to deploy nanoparticles, for metamaterial purposes, as opposed to wires and split rings. The latter could be scaled down with considerable care and effort but, in general, many new metamaterials will be collections of nanoparticle dispersions, leading to fascinating, collective, average behaviour. In this context, SPIE hosts the Optics and Photonics conference each year in San Diego, California. Considered the largest international meeting of its type in North America, it contains a significant number of constituent conferences on nanoscience and nanoengineering. It is a pleasure to present some pivotal papers from these conferences devoted to metamaterials and metallic nanostructures here as a special section to this journal.
